E D I S C O V E R Y

F U N D A M E N T A L S

Why proper documentation
can be the key to supporting
your client.

MAIN TAKEAWAYS

Courts look to the processes employed by the
parties to determine the reasonableness of the
collection, review and production.
Documenting the discovery process early on,
including distributing litigation holds broadly, is
important to defending the process down the
road.
Ensuring a robust, well documented process is
key to supporting your client. .

CASE EXAMPLE

In Al Otro Lado, Inc. v. Wolf, (Dist. Court, SD California
(2020)), Plaintiff moved to force production of the
litigation hold. The Defendant objected on grounds
that the document was privileged (among other
things).
The facts leading to the motion focused primarily on
one employee. The night before his deposition
(where he was also to act as a 30(b)(6) witness)
counsel for the Defendant informed Plaintiff’s
counsel that certain handwritten notes created by
the employee had been destroyed.
The employee was given a hold notice about a year
after the litigation started. Notes were destroyed
before and after the hold was received. The
Defendant claimed the notes were nothing more
than shorthand that would not be useful in the
litigation. The Court noted that without the notes to
support that claim, there was no way to know
whether the notes would be useful or not.

The Court found that Plaintiff had made a
sufficient preliminary showing of spoliation to
overcome the attorney client privilege and
therefore would require production of the hold
document. She also noted that both the content
and timing of the hold could then potentially be
used to support willfulness in a spoliation motion.

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

WHILE WE DON’T KNOW ALL OF THE
UNDERLYING CIRCUMSTANCES OF THIS
PARTICULAR CASE, SOME COMMON
MISSTEPS DO LEAD TO SIMILAR
CIRCUMSTANCES:
Document holds should be circulated broadly
and early. They should also be updated as
custodian interviews are completed. A key
custodian wasn’t included on the hold until a
year after the case was initiated. Depending
on the circumstances not discussed this may
be reasonable, but is likely to be questioned
and without proper documentation may lead
to adverse rulings.
Custodian interviews are such a basic, important step.
Coming into a new client organization, even where a
helpful contact is available, there is absolutely no way
to know the lay of the land or what needs to be done
without talking to custodians. The number of times a
custodian has identified random sources of
information, code words, or other key information
during these interviews is countless. The number of
times a custodian has identified the same information
during deposition preparation (where interviews were
not done previously) is also countless.
Hard copy matters! In this digital age where the largest volumes of
evidence are electronic, we still can’t forget that sometimes people
write things down. Ask if there is any paper. When the response is
“no,” ask about any notebooks or handwritten notes.
Any aspect of discovery can be short changed or overlooked. Often this is
because the broader focus on the forest is more immediately important
than the documentation of the leaves. But it’s important to recognize that
early documentation is key to supporting client interests, particularly when
things go sideways.

CONCLUSION

We can’t say whether or not mistakes were made in
the particular case identified above, but the facts are
not dissimilar from those in which discovery details
were not taken as seriously as they could have been.
In the end, taking the time to dot the i's and cross
the t’s of discovery fundamentals is important,
because when things go sideways, proper
documentation can be the key to supporting your
client.
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